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Team Insight: designed to exclusively serve the team sports market. With an expert editorial staff that truly understands the
needs of the team business, Team Insight provides team buyers with information on how to better run their business and how to make
more educated buying decisions.

MICHAEL JACOBSEN

What’s the Big Idea?
Michael Jacobsen, Editor/Associate Publisher
Leading the Team Insight editorial staff, Mike has been
covering the sporting goods industry since 1991 and
has more than 30 years of trade magazine editorial and
publishing experience. He has assembled a team of writers
and researchers that has been involved in the sporting
goods and team sports business for most of the past three
decades. They have seen and written about it all. It is this
unparalleled experience that provides the insight into the
world of team sports in every issue.

Welcome
to an
issue full
of great
ideas
you may
never
have
thought of
until now.

W

e are surrounded by new
ideas everywhere
we go. From the way we
consume news –
including this magazine
– to the way we
interact with the rest
of the world, new
ideas dictate our very
existence.
The world of team sports
is certainly
not exempt from all of
this newness swirling
about, but
sometimes we are so traditio
nal that we fail to recogn
ize it
— or take advantage of
it. We see it as our job here
at Team
Insight to bring some of
you kicking and scream
ing into the
21st centur y.
So this month you are
invited to come along
for the ride
in this High Tech, High
Touch issue.
The journey begins with
a look at the ideas in
selling
Specialty Sports or, in our
view in the editorial offices
, anything but football, baseba
ll, softball. soccer and basket
ball.
There is just so much
oppor tunity in these niche
sports
– many of which are not
really niche any longer
– that dealers ignore them at their
own peril. And we would
be remiss
not to provide ideas on
how to become a specia
lty player.
Pickleball anyone?
Then, thanks to the good
folks (?) at NFHS, NOCSA
E and the

various rule-making author
ities who
keep changing their own
regulations, it
is a good idea for dealers
to get ahead
of the curve to become
the go-to guys
for their customers confus
ed about
what’s legal and not this
season and
next. It’s always a good
idea to be
that go-to guy.
Then comes an inside look
at how
four of the best team dealer
s in the
countr y are utilizing techno
logy to,
in some cases, increase
their sales
by double digits by simply
making it
easier for their customers
to buy from
them. These forward-think
ing dealers
knew a good idea when
they saw it a
few years ago and their
online sales
have thrived ever since.
With all that as a backd
rop, our
final set of good ideas
goes beyond
product, sports and selling
into the
world of business advice
and tips on
how to run a better team
dealer. In a
two-part series that begins
this month
and will conclude in the
November
issue of Team Insight, we
provide 12
solid pieces of busine
ss advice for
dealers.
This advice ranges from
the obvious – how to compete
with Amazon,
how to make sure your
business carries on to the next genera
tion, how
to manag e your roadm
en – to the
esoteric, with ideas on
becoming an
international seller, manag
ing your
Millennials and writing
a business
plan. We even delve into
the question of whether you should
sell your business, merge
with
a competitor (ADA/NBS
saw the benefit of this
avenue this
summer) or even buy someo
ne else’s business. Yes,
you can
buy someone else.
All of this change and
the cornucopia of new
ideas can
be overwhelming, but
it can also be exciting.
As the saying
goes, you can either lead,
follow or get the heck
out of the
way. We are here to recomm
end the first option.
It is, indeed, a brave new
world out there. But don’t
be
afraid, we will be here to
provide the new ideas
and to help
guide you every step of
the way. That’s our best
idea so far. n
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Trends
And
Analysis
Of the
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Sports
Market.
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Features

Category Insight

TEAM
FOOTBALL

EQUIPMENT
GOALS

TEAMTRENDS
Girls’ sports lead the growth, while football decline slows in the past year.

NEW GAME PLAN

Good News: High School Sports
Participation Increases Again

Youth football in America is changing with the times — and team dealers are changing along with it.

T

concerns are prompting many parents to question whether their children should be donning
pads and a helmet before they reach their teens.
In fact, according to a recent study by the
Seattle Children’s Research Institute, 63 percent
of parents support age restrictions for tackle
football, while the majority of mothers (63
percent) and fathers (58 percent) are in favor
of setting a starting age for their children to
begin playing tackle football.
“The goal of restricting tackling to older
youth would be to decrease the risk of injury,
by decreasing exposure to collisions until youth

While the
number of
additional
participants
this year
was not as
substantial
as the
previous
year,
a steady
increase
in several
boys’ and
girls’ sports
led to the
overall
increase.

T

Among the highlights:
• For boys, soccer registered the largest gain,
with 6128 additional participants. Other boys’
sports with sizeable gains were cross-country
(3824), volleyball (3767) and golf (2558).
• For the second consecutive year, competitive spirit had the largest increase among girls’
sports, with an additional 18,426 participants,
followed by swimming and diving (4797),
lacrosse (3431) and golf (3176).
• With 1,036,842 participants, 11-player
football remains the top participatory sport
for boys in high school by a large margin.
• Outdoor track and field is number two
with 600,097 participants, followed by basketball (551,373), baseball (487,097), soccer
(456,362), cross-country (270,095), wrestling
(245,564), tennis (158,151), golf (144,024) and
swimming/diving (138,935).
• Outdoor track and field continues to lead
the way for girls, with 488,592 participants,

followed by volleyball (446,583), basketball
(412,407), soccer (390,482), fast-pitch softball
(367,861), cross-country (223,518), tennis
(190,768), swimming/diving (175,594), competitive spirit (162,669) and lacrosse (96,904).
• Despite remaining the top participatory
sport for boys, 11-player football dropped for
the second consecutive year. The decline in
numbers, however, was not as high as 2016,
and participation in six-player and eight-player
football continued to trend upward. In 2017,
participation declined two percent from the
previous year. The decline from 2015 to 2016
was 2.5 percent.
• The overall number of schools discontinuing 11-player football before the 2017 season
was minimal — a decline of 20 schools from
14,099 to 14,079. This amounts to a loss of
participants 1.5 per school.
• Although the 11-player numbers were
down, the number of schools sponsoring

Business

TREND RIGHT

T

here has never been a more exciting time for decorating sports
apparel. Fabric technology is
growing every year, with jerseys
being made from moisture-wicking
polyester that breathes and compresses. With new fits and fabrics making
their way onto the fields and courts, your
customer is going to want to take advantage
of this new apparel.
These uniforms are being decorated in a
wide variety of ways. Professional and collegiate teams are doing throwback, retro jerseys
with modern touches, like bright highlights
and reflective materials. In younger leagues,
players are sporting sublimated uniforms,
full of bright colors and logos.
Fashion is playing a noticeable role in
jersey design. As it’s become popular to
support your favorite player by wearing
their jersey, designers are trying to strike
a balance between jerseys players want to
play in and jerseys fans want to buy. This rise
in fashion has also resulted in an increase
in the variety of uniforms professional and
collegiate teams wear. Jerseys are now made
with specific looks and fits, geared towards
fans of all sizes and body types.

HEAD GAMES

From Moisture Wicking to Compression
No matter what the sport, all jerseys
are being made with moisture wicking in
mind. These jerseys are mostly made of
100 percent polyester blends that, unlike
natural materials like cotton, does not
absorb moisture. These synthetic, polyester materials need to be decorated at
lower temperatures and need to be able
to stretch and rebound with the jersey.
Brand name uniform manufacturers such
as Nike, Adidas and Under Armour have all
developed their own sports-specific knits and
technology, including ventilating side-panels
and breathable knits. With new knits and
blends come new fits and silhouettes. Highend football jerseys are using compressing
fabric technology, claiming the compression
aids in reducing impact and in supporting
muscles. These uniforms are going seamless
teaminsightmag.com
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Decorating

Protective Gear

TEAM
BASEBALL

9 FOR THE DIAMOND

RACE TO
THE TOP
Sublimation has found its niche
in team sports as vendors
up their games.

By Nancy Baeder

I

n a world where you can get everything from individualized sneakers
to custom-made meals ordered from your Smartphone, team
athletes naturally want their own “made-to-order” look. That is an
increasingly difficult challenge for team dealers, but fortunately evermore-sophisticated sublimation technology has come to the rescue.
Yes, good, old sublimation, a technology that has been around
for the better part of a decade now but is still finding converts among team
dealers as product offerings increase and key vendors make it simpler than
ever to fill the custom order. Looking forward, sublimation in 2018 will make
it easier to compete in a world defined by e-commerce, where instant design
looks, convenience, options and speed define the shopping experience.
Dealers ignore this defining market trend at their own peril.
“Never has there been a time in the team uniform business that challenges the opportunity to re-imagine and to learn from the Goliaths that
have truly shifted the consumers’ paradigm of what a shopping experience
entails today,” says Clint Ainsworth, a sales representative at Game Gear.
“Brick-and-mortar isn’t dead by any means, but the people that shop there

Sublimation

As the marketplace becomes more fragmented with direct online and field sales,
dealers and retailers must overcome the
advantages these channels bring to consumers by working to best understand how to
reach and effectively engage with team and
end-user targets, Whitsel adds.
“The ability to have live, in-person relationships with consumers is an advantage online
retailers don’t have and these dealers can
always capitalize on those higher-touch interactions with the right lines of communication.”
Materials and structures continue advancing to where the amount of support can be
amplified without having to add bulk to a
product, allowing McDavid to create products
such as the new Phantom and Stealth ankle
braces, which offer support in designs that
are more than 30 percent lighter than traditional braces and are much better suited to
today’s lower profile court shoes and cleats.
“The general direction is lighter, stronger
and, of course, better,” Whitsel says of the
brace market, adding that “education, education, education” is the key to dealers being
able to sell the category. n
teaminsightmag.com
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Accessories

T

he McDavid Stealth Cleat Ankle
Brace is the next step in braces
for athletes seeking advanced
stability and support in tightfitting cleats and athletic shoes.
Available in July (MSRP: $34.99), its ultrastreamlined design makes it 40 percent lighter
than a traditional brace and the step-through
rear entry and thin-wrap compression top
strap instantly make it a leader in comfort,
convenience and fit along with tremendous
support.
True to its name, the Stealth is the lowest
profile ankle brace in the McDavid portfolio
and is designed for football, soccer and
baseball athletes.
“Innovation is the driving force of this
category. After all, although injuries don’t
evolve, the solutions we develop to treat them
must,” says Candi Whitsel, VP-marketing at
United Sports Brands, the parent company
of McDavid. “Our products are founded in
years of testing and research with athletes,
trainers and medical professionals from leading professional and collegiate sports teams
— something we proudly continue today.”

teaminsightmag.com

are spending more time and money each year online thanks to the Amazon
Effect. Customers expect convenience, options and speed.”
“No longer is it good enough for a jersey to have only the team name and
number,” points out Ray Kowalski, CEO of Tier One Apparel. “Additional
sponsor logos, player personalization and unique designs are what folks
are looking for and sublimation provides that.”
“You have to keep up with the times and it’s all about the customer experience these days,” adds Tom Baxter, owner of Baxter’s Sport Shop, Valley
Stream, NY. “Sublimation works well for us because our customers ask for
a lot. They expect to consider every option — the size and color of the
number, the font, how it looks on the jersey color, the fabric choices, and
on and on. Sublimation makes it easy to give it all to them for one price.”
Yet meeting these expanded expectations can be tricky business.
“Our customers expect to see every option, and that’s true even for a
screenprinted T-shirt. It wasn’t always this way,” says Baxter. “We have an
artist in the store, but it can quickly become a time consuming process
when you’re doing artwork for 10 to 20 items every day. Sublimation makes
it easier to give them what they want.”
At First Team Sports Center of the Carolinas, Greenville, SC, owner Mike
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A growing trend in many uniform styles is
for a lighter, sleeker fitted look over the
baggier jerseys and shorts of the past.

teaminsightmag.com

Porter 1835 Competition Portable Backstop:
Porter’s exclusive patent-pending self-docking tray
anchor system on the 1835 allows for alignment into
a secured game position, eliminating hassles. Special
locator pins provide additional control and user support during the setup process. Once positioned, the
1835 offers effortless spring assisted setup for play.

DECORATING / SUBLIMATION 5.0

By Andrew DeHaan

I

Porter 1135 Competition Portable Backstop:
The 1135 unit is a spring assisted, folding portable
that provides extra stability and meets all competition
needs. It is anchored and secured with two heavy
duty threaded rods that screw into specially designed
floor anchors and features Porter’s Center-Strut
direct goal attachment.

Equipment

Everything you
need to know
about team
uniform trends
for 2020.
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Upper90 Premier Portable Goal: The Gill
Upper90 Premier Soccer Goal comes in a package
that includes the pair of goals, nets, transport kit
and anchor kit as well as a back bar with weights.
It also has the unique option of a “nesting” package that allows the goal to fit under all football field
goals with eight-foot goosenecks.

teaminsightmag.com

APPAREL
DECORATING

f who’s on first, what’s on top? That’s the question
team dealers who stay close to the action and on
top of what’s popular in the headwear category
are asking in an evolving market. Innovations,
such as new seamless designs, lightweight perforated fabrics and specialty decoration, are having
a huge influence on what’s hot and what’s not.
Dealers report an uptick in headwear sales, as new
tech options and online stores create opportunities to
sell more hats. Baseball caps in conventional designs
with enhanced performance features still capture most

McDavid Goes
Stealth.
Materials and
structures
continue
advancing to
where the amount
of support can be
amplified without
having to add bulk
to a product.

GILL ATHLETICS
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APPAREL / HEADWEAR

For a small
item, a lot
goes into
building and
selling team
headwear.

Two different types of braces for team sport athletes combine technology and style for 2019.

Lacrosse Goals (far right):
As a portable practice goal,
the Bownet Lacrosse goal has
allowed both men’s and especially women’s coaches to use
indoor and outdoor field space
for practice. Since it is portable it
is easy to set up and take down.

he number of participants in
high school sports in 2017-18
reached an all-time record high
of 7,980,886, led by an additional
15,009 participants in girls’ sports
programs, helping the number of
participants in high school sports increase
for the 29th consecutive year. This comes
from the recently released annual National
Federation of State High School Associations
(NFHS) High School Athletics Participation
Survey.
The number of girls participating in high
school sports reached an all-time high of
3,415,306, while boys’ participation also
set a new standard at 4,565,580.
While the number of additional participants this year (17,351) was not as
substantial as the previous year (94,635),
a steady increase in several boys’ and girls’
sports led to the overall increase.

Team Sport Reports

team headwear sales. Knit beanies and bucket hats are
getting a boost from online team stores.
“Headwear is a solid, reliable category for us year
to year and we usually see a sales spike from a hot hat
that’s trending,” says Scott Postell, owner of Pro Sports,
Powder Springs, GA. “Our veteran coaches demand
quality, fit and customization and usually reorder the
same look for three or four years until they change
uniforms. Most teams order a second hat for practice
or a special event in a newer look such as mesh.”
Technology has improved order accuracy and his
sales team uses online builders almost exclusively.
“Headwear has always been the most difficult category

BRACE YOURSELF

Soccer Goals (near right):
Bownet offers 13 different
sizes in soccer since the
USSF requirements are for
4x6, 6.6x18.5, 7x21 and 8x24.
Bownet soccer goals work as a
“system” of training goals that
allows coaches to enhance
their programs by having a
wide variety of goals to choose
from to target their training.

teaminsightmag.com

By Nancy Baeder

GOAL GALLERY
BOWNET

In the Trenches Year-Round
Although played primarily in the fall in
America, football has almost always been a
year-round sport for team dealers. Soon after
the final whistle blows each fall, head football
coaches start thinking and planning for the next
season — checking the wear and tear on pads,
reconditioning helmets and designing uniforms.
In warm-weather climates such as Florida,
football coaches are always in the game —
whether it’s the pre-, regular, post-, off- or
spring season.
“Head coaches in Florida are in touch with
me immediately after every season finishes as
they start making purchasing decisions for the
next season,” explains Joel Dunn, sales rep for
Performance Team Sports, Miami, FL. “The
schools that order custom jerseys make their
purchasing decisions in January and February.
Schools that delay uniform-buying decisions
are limited to stock.”
Dunn’s football business in January and
February is not limited to selling uniforms.
“We’re also busy with getting helmets re-conditioned,” he adds.
As Dunn looks forward to the kickoff of the
2019 football season in August, he’s optimistic
that football will continue to lead the way.
“While football has been under attack in
recent years, it’s still king,” Dunn says.
In Pennsylvania, where football is close to a
religion in some regions, the football business
is solid, but admittedly not as strong as it has
been in the past.
“Football used to be a bigger part of my business,” reports Tom McCormack, owner of C&M
Sporting Goods, Havertown, PA. He points to a
number of factors: teams buying direct from the
manufacturers, concerns about concussions,
the financial cost and young athletes increasingly playing one sport year-round rather than
two or three different sports.
“Many leagues, teams and organizations are
buying direct for some of their bigger items
such as uniforms, helmets and shoulder pads,
which has hurt my business,” McCormack
says, adding that many parents, after watching
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SPORTS MEDICINE
BRACES

A lineup of the best and brightest in portable goals for 2019.

are older and more adept at controlling their
bodies in space,” says lead study author Dr.
Sara Chrisman.
Does this mean that football is a becoming a
sport that everybody likes to watch, but very
few want to play? Far from it, but the sport in
the future may look markedly different than
the game today’s adults grew up playing in
their youth.

he fascination with tackle football
in the U.S. seems to generate record
levels of interest – from an attendance and viewership perspective
-- every year from a fan base that
can best be described as avid and,
at times, animated. Yes, Americans love their
football and their passion for the pigskin, er
cowhide, starts as soon as children put on a
helmet or attach those flags to the belt around
their waist.
Yet it is no secret the participation in football at the youth level is struggling, as safety

Softgoods Report Hardgoods Report New Products

Champro Custom Catcher’s Gear features
sublimation technology that allows for
logos, names and patterns to be added to
the chest protector.

Champion Sports Rhino Poly Impact Balls
are virtually indestructible, while the precut
specially designed holes allow for a realistic
flight when hitting and pitching.

3N2’s Sublimated Batting Gloves feature
leather treated to prevent constant friction,
along with double thick, durable stretch
polyester on the back of the hand.

The Traveler Elite Chrome Bag from Franklin
Sports holds a helmet, cleats and up to four
regulation bats.

The Phenom Series Short Sleeve Baseball
Jersey from FSG America is offered in either
a two-button or full-button.

The Learning Curve from Markwort
Sporting Goods teaches pitchers the
proper mechanics to throw a curveball.

From top to bottom: The A1 BBCOR bat
from Old Hickory is a single piece, solid
aluminum design, featuring A95 aluminum alloy with an ultra-balanced design
for faster swing speeds and improved bat
control. The Rawlings Quatro Pro features
a new inner barrel that yields a larger sweet
spot and a faster, more balanced swing.
Axe Bat’s USABat brings the Axe Handle
advantage to the drop-10 market with a
fast-swinging, one-piece composite construction. The Axe Handle enables more
barrel control with max bat speed.
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